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Image: Cloud streets in the Sea of Japan captured by MODIS: http://modis.gsfc.nasa.gov/gallery/individual.php?db_date=2011-01-03
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• Two dominant modes of the winter SST variability
• Important for regional weather and climate.
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Figure 1. Lag correlations between the (a) measured or (b) esti
autumn (SON) and the precipitation over the Japanese Islands i
(Figure 1a) to 2005/06 or 1976/77 to 2005/06 (Figure 1b). The gr
ship-mounted ADCP performs the measurement. The two boxes o
regions over which the precipitation data are averaged.

• Located upstream of the North Pacific
stormseasonal
track,climate
EJS SST
may be relevant to
conditions using SST and tropospheric
geopotential
height data.
large-scale
atmospheric
circulation.
Taguchi et al. 2009

2. Correlation Analysis
[7] First, we compared the TWC transport in autumn
with the precipitation in winter at Japanese cities. The ocean
current over the past nine years was measured using an
acoustic Doppler current profiler (ADCP) mounted on a
commercial ferryboat operating along the line shown in
Figure 1a. In this study, a long time series of geostrophic
transport was reconstructed using the sea-level differences
across the TKS from the tide gauge data available since
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local and remote responses and
their mechanisms

Hemispheric multi-nesting WRF model
as a way to study margina-sea interaction with the circumglobal atmosphere
• Five sets of 6-month (NDJFMA) and 40
ensemble simulations:
• CTL: clim. SST
• EOF1P, EOF1N, EOF2P, EOF2N
• (+) and (-) SSTA to assess symmetricity
in response
• Daily clim. SST and NCEP outside the EJS
• Forcing of opposite sign to assess the
symmetricity
SSTA added to SST climatology
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How well does the model capture key NH winter atmospheric variability?
EOF1 NCEP SLP 34%

EOF1 CTL SLP 34%

Tropical influence
removed in NCEP

EOF2 NCEP SLP 14%

EOF2 CTL SLP 15%

• Internal modes of variability is
represented reasonably well in CTL;
• the 1st mode; the AO
• the 2nd mode: the Aleutian Low
mode.

P showing the wave trains response originating from the Gulf

ria (Fig. 3c, f).
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Response in the vicinity of diabatic forcing is linear:
Intra-basin SST pattern critical to local response
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• Response is
symmetric with
respect to the
polarity of SSTA:

EOF2P-CTL
Response in NDJ
mean precipitation
and winds
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➡ A quasideterministic
response in the
vicinity of
anomalous diabatic
forcing

Remote response is NOT linear.
EOF1P-CTL

Response in NDJFMA mean Z500
EOF1N-CTL

• Anomalous GoA ridge
a characteristic
equilibrium response
pattern independent
of SSTA.
EOF2P-CTL

EOF2N-CTL

• Response of O(20m) is
comparable to the
classical AGCM studies
forced with basin-scale
SSTA of 2-3°C.
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• Anomalous GoA ridge
a characteristic
equilibrium response
pattern independent
of SSTA.
• Response of O(20m) is
comparable to the
classical AGCM studies
forced with basin-scale
SSTA of 2-3°C.

Confirming the anomalous downstream ridge is a nonlinear response
• The total response is partitioned into
• RS = ½ × (EOF1P - EOF1N)
• RA = ½ × [(EOF1P-CTL) + (EOF1N-CTL)]
EOF1 Symmetric Z500

EOF1 Anti-symmetric Z500

H
• The ridge response strongly resemble the anti-symmetric component.
• Independent of SSTA, an equivalent barotropic ridge emerges as the dominant
remote response pattern.

The anomalous ridge is a quasi-steady response
with an equivalent barotropic structure

7 (a) Daily evolution of the pattern correlations between Z850 and Z200, color-

ed to represent the
of four
different
from CTL.
Thisdifference
anomalous
ridge
has aperturbation
time-scaleruns
of 8-90
days (b-d) The

librium (NDJFMA mean excluding the first 15 days) response of EOF1P (i.e.,

F1P-CTL, shadings, [m]) in (b) Z200, (c) Z500, and (d) Z850. Dots denote the areas

Enhanced ridge response accompanied by enhanced storm track
EOF1P-CTL

Response of the 2-8 day filtered SLP variance
EOF1N-CTL

• Enhanced synoptic
storm track variability in
the upstream half.
• A hint of southward
shift
EOF2P-CTL

EOF2N-CTL

What is the connection
bet’n the responses in
blocking and storm track?

Intensified storm track activity prior to the onset of GoA blocking
Composite evolution of synoptic & intraseasonal variability against the blocking index
CTL
Day-2

Onset of blocking

Day+2

Nakamura and Wallace (1990)

Enhanced
synoptic SLP

H

EOF2N-CTL

Enhanced baroclinic wave activity in the upstream storm track
• Preceding the ridge blocking ridge in the downstream.
•

Onset
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intraseaso
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Summary
What is the characteristic atmospheric response pattern to the EJS SST
anomalies and the generating mechanism?
Local response: linear and symmetric w.r.t sign and pattern of SSTA
A critical role of the intra-basin structure of the SSTA in the wintertime
regional atmospheric conditions.
Transient eddy vorticity flux convergence
turning the direct linear baroclinic response into an equivalent
barotropic height tendency.

Remote response: Highly nonlinear independent of SSTA.
A potentially important element for the North Pacific climate variability
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